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Dearest readers:

(Also)
While working on two collections of poetry, I began submitting individual poems to magazines; and eventually, I 
began sending my collections to small presses. I was never entirely satisfied with the place of publish where I sent 
my shit,  knowing I stood no chance because I wasn’t writing the sort of things that many people seem to expect 
of poetry--things that people (myself included) understand and feel bad about. And, to no one’s surprise, they 
felt similarly dissatisied with my work. Rejections piled high (figuratively) and the pain (also figurative) was only 
soothed by the occasional, “Your shit made it past the first round, but couldn’t outlast the juggernauts it faced in 
the second.” 

Upon experiencing my first ephiphany, I decided to start this magazine. At first it was only a concept; now, it is 
physical; and because it has to be, digital. My goal, in part, was selfish: to block writer’s block; to turn some of the 
infinite writings that exist into something different--something experimental. My other goal was indeed to create 
a place for writers like myself, if they exist, to send things that aren’t easily understood, perhaps never under-
stood, in the name of universal vagaries and experimentation. 

Here is my original call for submissions:

“SEXTRA! SEXTRA!
i’m starting an experimental literary journal (?) of some sort. don’t have a name yet. send me some stuff ! i dunno, 
some poems or prose or paragraphs from a term paper or pictures or something. but keep in mind that i may 
heavily edit them and turn them into something else. i give myself that right! by sending me something, you 
tacitly agree to my hands fuxxing up your shit, probably beyond recognition. so if you’re too attached to some-
thing, or don’t want to see your baby die a slow (but beautiful?) death, send me something shitty that you don’t 
care about. guaranteed publication!(until further notice)! credit will always be given, and if your shit is good 
enough--experimental enough, pushing some kind of boundary of the envelope on the lope--i won’t touch it.

send shit here: experimementos@gmail.com”
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Letter to the

Editor

Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it
urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite
it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just
rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself.
Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it
urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite
it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just
rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself.
Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it
urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite
it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just
rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself.
Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it
urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite
it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just
rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself.
Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it
urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite
it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just
rite it urself. Just rite it urself. Just rite it urself.



snippinets.

like sartre cleaned my room before
but this was tactile

the smallest human is moving electrons.
thats what controls transformation.

guys developing time?

There are only 3 marks.
Either I Or maybe I Or I something.

dialogue is far and dense.
three anchors we text.

however, 3 or n marks index cause.



snippinets, pt. ii

The reason the center is OOO
where meaning insofar is functional,
and can be used.

this takes pressure: to keep right or internal,
we will enrich perspective by taking things,
we press “on” or pull or take or replace print or consume.

in an age where all we do etc etc,
weed out other function. it’s one of few
where you can alter subject, meaning, things.

it’s the only external (function, light) but also
secret (think, free, change).

transcend the binary? Unfortunately,
that’s called “softening,” not
in my book.

time is foisted onto entropy
seems as some fund but
nature is a mirror our minds.

the unconscious is hidden
the veil is hidden

the psycho still is and can
give the veilers an evolution place.

i dont know, keep going

the current historical list of general diets
the most historical who ever existed.
Then do the same

Did they all eat fish?

Is there no possible God (and there),



but absurdities explained and disturbing,
we simply must?

In this pure shedding the certain, but
accepting incomprehensible, you are
“over” denying that sense.

This “ , ” as specified as religion, still
points to something which you did
not acknowledge.

Any (aka physics) we have is.
This is because all we need is
not true is. Once this is this.

the theory not guaranteed,
more observed. Once we observe
all to observe, at the end, there is no,

and our theory everything,
and we have reached truth.
And I refer to this “true” existence.



Is this all?

Is this all?
How real?
It turns to matter. What I 
take this to be.

Date: Tue, Aug 31, 2010 at 3:35 AM

Re: 2. On philosophers not being able to
brain again. This everything that is
existing. The minute I accept
the minute I let mom die), they have
become responsible for the brain
in a vat, God, or nothing...they will not
base any physical real as
some sort of moment I
say yes to
for myself.

Wed, Aug 18, 2010 at 1:12 AM

I guess concrete Dreams are
the mind perceiving. The change
subjects thoughts suddenly
turning bad. Objects aren’t a
mountain in your head. That long after
it disappears, what color? What mountain?

I look like the answer
unstable and fleeting. Perceptual
nothing permanent, stable, outside.
You help inanimate objects tie our thoughts,
but they wait longer, more and more
them. Finer infinite. Infinite, stable,
external dream world: bare, clear
the world we ourselves dream.

Now something, something of this
is an illusion. Well this itself is
a greater somehow. I
something this if this
greater brain somehow bring greater
reality? Why put that in a vat? The this
tastes bad. What this is there
other than human experience?



Can thinking anything. Everything is
secret spaghetti brain, etc. But are
our Things of us, and we
them. Our is a Self to the
flesh. It’s doubting objects, you object. You
can house the world. The minute separate
consciousness can be
the else I would not perceive the
a I would not be. The has to be
appears.

If you lived in nothing,
you would be the way you do.
It’s this COULD and you’re your
something. KNOW that
the something outside responds in
that something that tried to figure out
it).

Back to the world of
is...what may point the
world in can and to.



The of?

One should not.
We are under freedom.
some given pure, only to find
they have not.
an isolated one is a byproduct
to an aspect of engaging.
Only one experience.

look the pianist doesn’t “pursue”
And she is not first.
the very meaningless to do is no freedom.
slaves over piano become obstacles.
She keys and sees her heart, expressing
who understands her, who is true.
a ‘free’ howling in the flowers?
isolated within society.
The pianist pursued the piano.

One must. At first this is, but
the will can in. Then of is born.
is a byproduct.

To start is unhappy (which you know)
and quality ‘searching’ doesn’t make.
basic disappointment.

things. happiness.



the electron?

 have you seen?

Electrons don’t exist.

  you experienced an electron?

    a person, a chair, etc?

 electrons the theoretical object that can

  be to exist. when asking an electron, a blip in

a digital. the electron? that blip ALLOWS YOU

   TO DEDUCE THE CONCEPT and ur experience

 isn’t. you don’t need the world inseparable,

     that you grow up coping with. theories and concepts exist, but 
   
         electrons

           do not.



Solutions:

Recognize the voice as the voice,
and recognize the rational solution.

What was failure to was failure to be,
because that’s what’s.

Okay, so certain order to let you
need

You can focus, keep trying
to focus on, but

your intuitions are, and have been
the majority. When wrong is when

the (this think and get),
the has already been done.

You have never, which is good,
it has already.



Can we philosophy?

The psych
study people
inspired by
previous philosophies,
that they 
distill the
movements into
a science.

The experiment
does not
replace movement.
The movement
does not
need verification.

Who gives
a fuck
about correctness.
They involve
calculative thinking,
and no
meditative thinking.

Ask yourself:
are they
saying anything?
Are they
really thinking?  

Correctness does
not enter.

It submits
human values
of beauty
and thought

to the
values of
utilitarian value.

The role
is to
provoke and
rethink man. 
Not to
systematize the
remaining data. 
This is
a scientist
about philosophy. 



Bitters phonics

 bit•ters, phon•ics
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of:   Writer

Dear  Manager:

I hope.   I am.  

 beat deadlines.  I have,   copy and,   articles and,   scripts for,
  to dissertations,  to children’s,   and novels,   & sensitive.
 Music pop,  travel film,  art literature,  cuisine fashion,   lifestyle design,
beauty automobiles,  sports politics,   paranormal issues,  business technology,
 science psychology,  health fitness,   dating entertainment,   my areas.
I am. 

Here are:
 on Music:  to December
 Movie:  “Your Papers” “An Unlikely”   “Troubled Spirits”
 Writings on: “Transient Beauty”
 Commentary: “Hack Over”   “Offline Line?”
 Business:  “That Red: Juniper Tutors”   “Steppin’ Out: Ankle Swagger”   “Company Chosen”
 Book:  “Subterfuge as”   “A Fabulous”   “About Definitions”   “of Speech”
 Poems:  “Holbein Necropolitan”   “do none”   “Thru No”   “Acting Partita”
 Books:  Haiku Stances

for you: good fit, I would, add value.

for your.

Cry senile,

A Inner Nook



The Pre Plat

Yes, a pin of plea
And now, purg
Plough through my past
Punc with pes pre
My blood-pump ap is not a piñ
Pin in this pit place
Play my pit part
What a pit ploy to purge an e more pit pre
While press pal palms in pan and de
A pun prose to pe
While pluck cig from pas
Puff on poi prom
Those po, par ex
A palm full of prom pills
Paved me a path to a par place
Per a sim yet a prompt prob-solve
To my par prob
That of a plent pit
I am the per pre of point pon
Of phan per my past per as be pal
Pos your pre and pose them on my porch
For this poign po of des
Per noth to pen it

  -- Tan Van Deer



Mother Volvo and Jeep

Mother Volvo and Jeep
swinging doors at the the
and I pulling brown outward
as the to be washed our
deadened summer.

No one thinks about
the water. The before I
them. The buckets
in charge of we.

The was another story
fascinated by doors, the
street above, our room into. 

The path from was of. I would
pick at the beneath never. It was
hanging from the tree one spring morning. 



dense Con

Nobel Coetzee argues
a sage is dead and finds
more colonialism in life.

Freedom is fundamental
but literary. He rejects
states: ‘I do not freedom. 
I do not. Freedom is 
unimaginable, and right’.”

Moving truth (something
without the) and world
(known of the) Coetzee
is one but also the
‘thing itself ’. Freedom is
the movement, or at least
the possibility.

Coetzee rejects his body
because ‘if better,
then why not?’”



Oak Mom Poetry Tumor
It’s time: lots
are scared they don’t
know it loves you
more than anyone... 

It’s a lot of love.
You’ve been whispering,
“Why?” that’s what
a lot are thinking.

They take memories
and watch alone and
feel young again. Now
when all are left standing there
you feel. Now you go and feel.

some are thinking, “What if?”
most say it would hurt too much.
But if you don’t want to,
you have to. take no,
get yes and quit.

The day’s starting, but
you’re older. A mature feel.
You’re going to try.

you choose which way
you talk. you’re ready.
you can feel the night.

That nothing
could start
when you were
a baby.

most people forget.
Everybody has time.

no matter will be
forever. you’re adult
and you’re exhausted. 

You lay down and take
one last look.



Story

 My wife doesn’t know. She won’t ever know. She 
kept me. She’ll never know it.
 It was the night. I was about a month removed. I 
called all my friends. I begged them.
 I paid. Had to stay sober. I compromised while I 
waited for them. Control the time, the guys. Reality being 
the Dream Girl and the jukebox. Maker’s shot the night.
 Everyone barely remembered younger guys I 
used to mess with in the back. King Kong folded a frown 
behind him and walked empty.
 The Mexican Donkey wanted to stay but I guess 
everything was all over the place.
 The gathering was slim kids named Jewish, or at 
least it started out that way. My apology about ovens was 
rubbing my face by now.
 “Why don’t you cut?” Out of reach.
 Being offensive turned kid furious.
 “Can’t you up yourself?”
 They were cracking each other. I just leaned over 
and drained it. I walked over to the pool.
 “Hey, chill lucky chill.”
 This goddamn hard stool down by no one. I 
wanted to wobble that kid against me. His very fucking 
would call a quarter.
 A vibration jolted me. I hit fifteen dorky young 
brothers with my palms in a peaceful manner. I dug my 
pocket flash and was walking a brief thought behind the 
side. We pilepacked the backseat. Burning in my laugh.
 Thursdaybad was warm for Montana Brainwash 
and tried to shit at people on the sidewalk often. I was 
blowing kids looking at blurry pics of a chick. I craned 
that little tender.
 The closer popped the backseat children. Some-
one looked cap and nodded. I broke and grabbed it too 
much.
 The closer decided to bait some Asians. I couldn’t 
because I was so hard myself.
 The Samoan was parting the sea.
 A kid was scared to hurt older kids, to understand 
grown men.
 I reached the head. I saw the ass disappear behind.
 I made it so fast. I reached for reason.
 Buddies group passed 10s at punk faces. Barely 
15 pounds got in anyway. The girl, swaying blood, smiled 
widely.

 “You set?”
 “Godwait...”
 She grabbed then pulled.
 “You weren’t ass.” She couldn’t know I was scoring 
with her. Even that was strong.
 “Band all I pass.”
 Shut the hipster set.
 “We pussed it.”
 He lilt her voice.
 “A fag took listen...”
 I started wailing. She was cracking. We were a 
simultaneous seizure. I ended her from behind, like a 
weasel screaming pleasure.
 “Dulax!”
 Skinny me was square to my pocket. I waved away 
ex. I belched.
 “Perfect,” sighed.
 “Who is this...?”
 “What do you want to come?” Loud comes, over 
crystal matter.
 “Member beside you?”
 I kept it.
 “It’s not big. I’m curious.”
 “They’re me.” A slamming down.
 A growing twinge. I peered the back of red cap.
 “Work.”
 “That?”
 Dork was with fun heart.
 “He came some wine and left.”
 “Six guys?”
 “And you fuck pointless.”
 She hung me off. I slammed my shit and hit back.
 “My life.”
 I felt myself like a madman before I pushed the 
entrance. I could see the girl.
 A giant smacked my tracks. A different skull.
 “Way too.”
 He kept my chest sputtering.
 “You the man coming in.”
 I made a spin and he grabbed my hand.
 “Donkey Kong! They’re kicking me!”
 Angry blurring girls, but no job.
 The bounce pushed my pants. I jumped and fell.
 “Fuck bitches! I’m coming!” I own a gun.
 I walked the corner, desperate to break a window 
and show them my club. I decided to block the back.
 I was inexplicably becoming. Nothing but Mis-
sion. I zigzag stopped the grip of huge head. The begin-
ning of my pockets still inside, being run up by Noah.
 I tripped his bum. He was asleep, sprawled in the 



middle, closed, hard. He was layer the warm whites.
 I muttered dead a fart. King Cobra wiped the 
sweat from my streets. I bent snatch.
 Bum was grappling me before I could even twist 
the cap. He had stingy meth. I honestly was a man or a 
woman. Jabbering me when I turned mean. I found the 
throat high. He bit me.
 He got me high. Toothless meth dropping away. I 
glanced down the guy bile bubbling up.
 “Fuck your!”
 I threw a cross and tried a little hole. I hit the sweet 
spot. Gave way as if poleaxed. I heard a fleshy smacking 
sound as his head fell.
 He clenched and unclenched a few times and 
filled with blood. Then it closed.
 I jumped around and dragged him. I found a 
pulse around the corner. The thought of a convict bruised 
his pants.
 I tried to face my face face with both hands, like I 
was feeling. I was suspicious for my ex. The late night.
 I kept head and speed. I froze the clamp to drown 
sense. A couple beat the panic.
 I in front so I slipped into it, sideways, crabwise. I 
smiled and knocked.
 “Help?”
 I shook him dumbly. He was foreign, stoned and 
uncaring. I saw him come.
 “You have to get out!”
 He freaked up again. I was crying now. Thinking 
of my mom’s bum. I felt a pang walking angry. I braced 
impacts.
 A Chinese group of guys were huddled feet from 
my heart. They may be coming closer. I was going to try 
to bum.
 My pockets had to ring the buzzer. I rang half a 
dozen times.
 The excruciating rocking back and forth. The 
door finally clicked.
 Sweat was shaking my tears. 
 “What are you?”
 “I needed someone. You.”
 “Should I ambulance?” He made me sweat like a 
leaf.
 “I have a lot of shit right now. I feel really bad.”
 He puckered. I used to hate it. He grabbed me in.
 He cramped around a night half empty. Dancing 
Bull powdered the skunk. He didn’t care when I jumped 
it.
 “I think around.”
 I shook and cuddled a small child. He stroked my 

thick fingers.
 “Nothing of your business.”
 “I don’t have any...”
 Another siren turned my lips into cold rubber and 
I couldn’t finish.
 “I’ve been earlier.”
 The siren took all of my self-control. I drained it. 
I squeezed and braced.
 “I have to tell.”
 “How?”
 He was rubbing my upper thigh hard. I wondered 
how bad my shit squeezed.
 “Get married.”
 He burst. I stared until he shut.
 “I’ll do things. Things people do.” A manic laugh. 
“It took me long.” It was old. He was God and I was 
outside. The hum of pulse. I lost it, wide open the whole 
time. And he was big. My brother felt down. I rationalized 
loudly.
 He let it slide.
 “There’ll be plenty later.”
 “Lots to see.”
 I holed the police. Anyone saw anything. Or no 
one cared. Or nothing would scour sleep. Nothing. It was 
nothing.
 I moved to the far East, back with her boyfriend. 
I snagged a union and cut the coming. Seriously.
 The homeless seem to view God in a hot little 
space in my heart.



Author bios?


